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(49) applied Lactobacillus case! to the assay of arginine, glutamic acid,
leucine, phenylalanine, tryptophan, tyrosine, and valine. A few months
later, Mel&than and Snail (37) also reported the use of easel in the
determination of arginine and valine, iith these early methods as a
pattern, methods for the other amino acids were rapidly developed and to-
day it is possible to use microbiological methods for the assay of at least
18 amino acids.
The reliability of a particular method and the validity of assay values
obtained by such a mthod can be checked in several ways. An assay method
is usually considered reliable if the analytical results obtained do not
show a trend to either higher or lower results as the amount of sample is
increased* If there is a drift toward lower results as the amount of sample
is increased it is passible that an inhibitor is present in the sample*
Evidence of a stimulatory material in the sample or limiting medium condi-
tions are indicated when assay values increase as the concentration of sample
is increased. & method is also considered reliable when assay values can be
reproduced from day to day or when the values obtained check the values ob-
tained by some other established method. More faith can also be placed In
analytical results when the sa®e answer is obtained with two or more micro-
organism®.
In addition to those criteria of reliability of assays methods there
are several other factors to be considered In the development of microbio-
logical procedures• One of these, which was a serious limitation in the
early stages of the development of the microbiological amino acid methods,
is the purity of the commercial amino acids used in the basal media* In
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(19) applied lafttoferalUjifl to tfe® assay of arginine, glutamic seid,
leucine, fdieaylala&ixi*, tryptophan, tyrosine, and sullii®* 4 fa® aonth#
later, :m fiafeen mite Snell <37} alto reported the us® of &* ossel in tfe#
determination of arginine and valine, iltfe these early aetfeeda as a
pattern, method® for tfe® other sails# sold® mm rapidly developed and to*
day it in possible to as® niorofeiologloaX notfeod® for tfe® assay of at least
1# safe© sueM®.
¥h® reliability of m partleal or &M tfe# validity of tsaay mlnee
oht&mm fey such a nethnl osr* fee efeeoksd $a SiPUI nay®* fen assay method
is usually eeasMered reliable if tfe® analytical results obtained do not
show a trend to eitfesr higher m Imm? result® as tfe# ussoont of sample is
ioerooooa* If there is & drift teaard lower results as tfe® amount of mmp\®
is laareeaed it is possible that an inhibitor .is p&mm% in the mimXm*
B&ternmm of a stianlotory notorial in tfe® staple or li&ifeiiig nsdina eendi*
ilea® or© Indicated shea assay valae® inoroa®# as tfea eoneentfation of staple
X® increased* 4 asifeod is also osna Sdered reliable wfeon assay values can b@
reproduced trm day to day or when tfe# rains® obtained obeek the value® ©fe*
tailed fey «enw other establiafesd asetfeed* 'lor® faith ©an also fee planed in
analytical result# whan the sane answer is obtained with two or sore mim®*
mgtmißm*
Xu addition to tli##© criteria of reliability of assay nsiboas there
mm swarml other factor® to fe© ®«t®M©r®d in the of niorofeio-
logical procedures* ; n# of tfeean, wfelofe w % mri&m Haltntlea $m the
stages *£ tfe* timmlmpmat of the Morofeiologioel mim mU nttfeod*,
Is the purity of the eeneereinX amino mim mmk in the bm&l muim* In
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many im&mxsm it is ispoeslble to deecnstrmte the sseentlal nature of a
given astlno acid for a Btercorganiar, because of the presume of this amino
acid as a in the other aaiae acids used in the basal soedlu&+ A©
a result of this feet resort® e© the essential nature of certain aulno mMn
for different niereorganisas tmve not been consistent.
Another factor to b# considered is the configuration of standards, t or
SI, used in the assays. In some instances the 0 foams is inactive# which per*
alts the use of a synthetic Pi standard. In other case®, however, the B fora
is either inhibitory or stlselatety necessitating the a# of a standard which
matches the unknown* Other important factors which affect the accuracy of an
assay will be discussed, in due coarse.
Botanies! eleeaifloaiiea pieces tie Chinee# tallow tree, Ifelua
in thm fcaaborbiaceas or Spurge family (2) * It grow# to height® of greater
than forty feet with a branch spread of #ppro*i««t#ly the mm dimmlm* is*
cause of its rapid growth eao beautiful autaen foliage, the tree has bees used
to suae extent sb a orn&sontal pleat* the white telle* coated nuts produced
by this trm first appear as green pais* fhee© pods, each containing three
sate, occur in cluster# at the and of snail branches, m the nuts mature,
the pod cower dries and falls off, leaving the white bailee coated nuts exposed.
It Ia this assail mxt, apareati&aial y vm*towrth ®t m inch in dlaaetwr*
that h&a gives potential impmtmno to the (Mmm %&llm twm* Tl» chief i»»
tm*m% la the ttllm mat ham boon center#*! «r«m»s the high quality drying oil
that Ml be ohtMlmd frost ttm mt. Both the oil (23, £5, 43# 43) and the
v
taUes* (21, 24, 40, 43) imw tosen »thar thoroughly imwstlgstsd as to propar-
Um sad swthods of yrwwtliig. Jteawww, the pretola rssldas which reissia®
5
aftar tha vaaavial of all# tallow9 &$m boll baa aot b@#a SotaailgatadU
Cb&pttre 11 111 ptmmt tha raai&ta of iba lisvootigetion of tba
B*irisaai» and mM «o«l«Rt of two pratala propagation® mmsm In
Xhm prmmming of tha Oblcoa* tallow aut« Cfeaptora 2V t V f and fl give
tfea rasolta of iarostlgattooa of epaafal praHaas lhlafc &ro&® dorlug iba
aalna &oM «fnaj»«a#
CHAPTER II
B-VITAMIN CONTENT OF CHINESE
TALLOW NUT PREPARATIONS
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B-VITAMIN CONTENT OF CHINESE TALLOW NUT PREPARATIONS
gaiilWlfi..MmzMteSi ■ IttotaiaiUqs aafcil w used as the assay
mgmi&m for blot!n, folio soMf niacin, ontotheole sold, and ribcflcvlft*
ffao ssodii®® n&#4 for tho assays ms that dosertbad by and 3a®H (46)
wad is gfarow in Table I* ThiaaJn was determined hy the nathed of Swrott and
Choldelin (4s) vhiNfe uaea i&ctofaacillafl fweaantoa 36 as tho mmy organise*
©dims conditions few tfelaaift fcssay ar# giwn in Tabla X*
csrlsbergenfeis 4223 was mmlwym for pyridoxins assays and :>ai»harogßreoa
oarovisltua for' inositol datorsdsotioo** Tb® natto of Atkin, Schults, « Uliana
and firogr Cl), Tabl* X, $w aood for both pyridoxins and inositol*
Sumlm* fm Chinese tall** nut prepareMam war# imp their
B-ritsisin ©onte&t* Oam of theae was a high pretain content flour which con-
tained mm hull &M fiber* the ether %mpX® mm a purified protein prepared
fro® the Hour. The floor was pmp&md trm sate freed of twigs aml branches
fey screamSag and hand picking* Tb# tallow was reeved from the state fey counter
current eKtraeiien with h«sne in a pilot plant «treeter deterifeed by Harris
(19)* The mite were then <&mkmk is a Bauer sill* the kernels were successful-
ly mmmd fro® the nsjerity of the htails by flotation is ethylene dlehXerlde*
Is this solvent the kernels floated and the hulls sank* The kernel* were thus
separated frets the holla md were wily r®mvw& fey laoroly dipping the® off fey
of a wir# game* The kernel fraction was freed of oil fey extraction with
ethylene dichicarM* in a large Sexist typo extractor, and then sir clrim and
ground in a aaell laboratory grlmtiag ©ill* This gtoparctlan contained 10*11
per cent moisture, 6*45 par cant aeh, end 10.36 per eont nitrogen*
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TABLE I
composition or emm basal m>u ton vjum cexekmuluiobs
For For For
Biotin., niacin, Inositol and Thiasin
Riboflavin, Pyridoxins Assays
Constituent Pantothenic Acid Assays
and Folic Acid Jumps
Ajaoutst per 10 ad* final nsedius
si* si* m*
Acid hydrollsed casein — 0.5 25
Easymtie ossein digest 4*0 — —-
rotassiua citrate 1mffer 0.5
«g. m*
Alkali treated peptone -- mmm. 100
Sodlua acetate 200 mmm 60





FeSO^.TE^O 0*4 — 0.1
KOI 4.25
KV°4 25 5.5 5





“V*V 1.6 0.037 0.1
SiaCX 0.4 —- 0.1
Adenine sulfate 0.1 0.1










iw 10 «£» tixmX mmhm
*y V
Btoll?. 0*04 o*m 0*004
€&i petteUteOKt* § 25 1
fella BOldl 0.55 «****» 0*0025
Inositol 4MN* 250 *—
fciaotioie ##M i **m« 1
p»&a£aotW«M>10 i 1
ryr%&m$m 10 5 1
hUMlmria I *mm» l
5 2*5
folio taid* u®«4 in this £i&8*rUtl#», soo&o
oat*:**, This ootaritl mm ofcfcolaod tfe* mm&mp
of MUorl« Lotwroterl** H&rff ion* l»tt«
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I® to preparation of the protein fro® to tallow mat flour, it wee
first necessary to deterelmo the solubility characterIstiea of to protoin
with reference to to pH mines of to solution* For this study the i®to4
of Painter ana lesbitt (41) was employed. the sethod consists of adding
3 grams of to mot floor to 100 ml. volmmm of hydrochloric mM and sodto
hydroxide solutions of varying hydrogen to concentration* the selwttoe
were shaken for 2 hours and ton centrifuged. M aliquot of to supernatant
was taken for nitrogen analysis by to «dsre»lseldaffci method of Sts sad Zmmm
(34)* factor aliquot of to supernatant was used for pH determlnatto* to
suits of to peptisetto stoles are given in figure 1.
4s shown by figure lt to nitrogen present in %hm flour km m adiitoi
solubility at pH 5*5 with & marked increase Sm solubility at pH 6*5 to ?*G*
It pH B*s ow 90 par oast of the nitrogen la In solution* Iltb the pki solu-
bility relationship determined the .protein wm prepared bgr dissolving 3 pert®
©f the tailor wit flour in 105 parts of water at £s° D* end pH B*s* the to
soluble material then mmmd by filtration and the filtrate adjusted to
pH 5.5 with bydrocfclorie sold* This tong* in pt the protein to pre-
cipitate* the protein mi allowed to nettle and the mmm superaatot liquid
removed by deesmt&tto. the of to liquid was renewed fro® the pro*
tain praelpltate by centrifugation. The precipitate mi washed with 3 psrtto©
of acetone and them dried m&m vmmm* the protein obtained was a fluffy white





§**» samples of tallow nut pro-
tein and flour in 50 ml* of 0*055 1 hydrochloric acid were autoclaved for
©no hour at 20 pounds pressure* The autoclaved samples were then filtered
and diluted to desired, volume and stored in the refrigerator* Aliquots from
the stock solution* were adjusted to pH desired, 6*5 to 6*S for
methods and 5*2 for yeast methods, and then made to volume for me in assay
procedures for niacin, pyridoxins, inositol, and biotin*
Bnaymiin digests of the assay smplm were used for the determination
of riboflavin, pantothenic acid, folic acid, and thiamin* fbm ensymatie
, , ..
- : -•■ -11 ■*. el Urn MMpiii M 5 wfaturs if
20 mg* pap&in end 20 mg* teka«diaotese in 10 ml* acetate buffer at pH 4*s#
ill digestion mixtures were layered with bmsene to prevent bacterial action
and placed in an air incubator at s7° G* for twenty-four hours. After the
digestion period the digests were steamed for twenty minutes* The digests
were filtered when cool, adjusted to desired pH and volume, and stored in the
refrigerator* Dilutions from these stock solutions were made m needed, for
assay*
StoMPiiaegtal flreeedure* Beeauee of the similarity Sa the exp&rimtntel
procedure for both the vitamin assess %m the araino acid assay methods, to
be preaoitied in subsequent chapters, a complete discussion of the general assay
procedure will be given at this Use* Specific deviation? from these general
features of the microbiological method will be given where they occur in the
work to follow*
AU assays except for inositol and pyridoxin©, t«# carried out In IB 31 ISO
mw l&plm* fyrax culture tubes. Inositol sad pyridcacin# determinations were made
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I» SO vHm mlmwmj&r flasks* to proper® the tubes or flasks for assay*
graded amount® of and standard vitamin or amino sold solutions were
t
added to the culture tutes. The tubes were then diluted to a volume of 5 ad*
with distilled water# five ml# of appropriate double strength medium were
then added# The appropriate medium contained all known metabolites essen-
tial for growth except the one to be determined# These metabolites essen-
tial for growth were all supplied in excess so that the possible addition of
metabolites as sample would have no effect on the growth response to the
limiting metabolite being determined* The tubes thus made to final volume
of 10 sal# were either plugged with non-absorbent cotton or capped with al-
uminum capo and sterilised by autoclaving for 10 minutes at 15 pounds pressure#
For thiamin, inositol, and pyridoxin®, sterilisation with flowing steam in the
autoclave at atmospheric pressure was employed#
The sterilised tub#® metre than cooled and inoculated with on© drop of
suspension of lactic mid bacteria called for in the methods ©©ployed. Inoeola
mm prepared fro© 18 to 24 boor old cultures grown at 37° C* The liquid ©ul~
taros wore centrifuged and the supernatant decanted* The cells were then
resuspended in 10 ml* of sterile o*9 per cent saline solution and centrifuged*
This washing with sal,in© was repeated and the washed cells were suspended in
100 ml* of saline and on© drop, approximately 0.05 ml*, of the resulting suspend
sion mm used to inoculate the assay tubes, after inoculation, the tubes were
placed in a water bath at 35° C* and incubated for 16 to 24 hours for turbidi-
metric growth measurements and, three to four days for titririetric growth measure*
manta*
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The amount of growth in thiamin, inositol, end pyridoxin® assays m»
measured by the torbidtmetrlc method, for those Masureaents a Coleman
Junior Spectrophotometer wm used, An unlaoculated tobe containing § «l, of
basal medium and 5 ml* of distilled water, was used to adjust the instrument
to 100 per cent transmission. Bacterial or yeast groirth was leisured as a
function of the turbidity produced* The extent of turbidity was reflected
in the galvanometer readings of the spectro ?hotometor, th© greater the tur-
bidity tho lower the reading. The extent of growth in assays for biotin,
niacin, riboflavin, folic acid, and pantothenic acid was measured by titrat-
ing with 0,1 M sodium hydroxide the lactic acid produced by the lactic acid
bacteria. All titrations were node with th® aid of a Placßetb continuous in-
dicating pH meter. The large colonel and glass electrodes were inserted into
a titration vessel md<& from the bottom half of a fjOQ ad* globs separatory
funnel. The outer surface of the titration vessel was shielded with aluminum
foil and grounded to the caloosl electrode. The air driven stirrer and stir-
rer bearing were both made of plastic because a metal stirrer and bearing
caused fluctuations in the pH sseter. Glass mm also eliminated because it
has & tendency to bacons brittle at the bearing surface and as a result could
break more easily. This possibility of breakage would endanger the unprotec-
ted electrodes* The sodium hydroxide burette was also installed above the
titration cup and woe equipped with automatic filling end leveling devices.
The assay tubes were titrated to a given pH, usually that of on uainoculated
tube which ranged .from pi 6,6 to 7.0,
Inositol and pyridoxin© essays war® aada in 50 a&» Erleaneyer flasks,
Du® to tli® sis® of yeast cells it is necessary to shake the yeast flasks to
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prevent the yeast cells from settling to the bottom of the flask* In such
& situation, with the cells in the bottom of the flask, the diffusion of the
iotabolites to the cells would b# a factor which could vary from tube to
tube or flask to flask* However, by the use of flasks instead of culture
tubes adequate shaking ms obtained to prevent tfee colls from settling out*
Shaking was supplied by a horizontally oscillating shaker*
la assays with yeast It is also neeeeeiury to standardise the si*© of the
inoculum* Far this standardisation the turbidity of yeast cell suspensions
of known weight of moist yeast per unit volume were measured on the Coleman
speetrsphotosster* A curve of galvanometer reading agalaat weight of moist
yeast cells was constructed from the data* This curve was then need to de-
termine the weight of yeast cells present pm unit volume of inoculum* .iith
the concentration known, appropriate dilution with sterile eel in© solution
gave the desired strength of inoculum* Ona-teath milligram of moist yeast
cells wag used per flask for the estimation of both inositol and pyridoxin©*
Tbs growth* obtained in the standard tube© containing varying aeotmte of
a pin1© vitamin or emlnc acid wore plotted against tbs concentration of the
vitamin or amino acid* Growths, expressed either in ml* o*l M sodium hydroxide
or par cant transmission, mm plotted es the ordinate and concentration of
metabolite as the abscissa* These growth curves Ihm represented the quantita-
tive response of the edereergaataw over a range of netabollte concentration*
The sprowtha obtained from kmm might® of sample hydrolysates mm located on
the standard curve for a particular easily and the concentrations of vitamin oar
amino sold corresponding to these growths were taken from the abscissa* These
concentrations divided by the weight of sample gave the concentration of the
essay metabolite per unit weight of sample, ueually expressed e» aicrograos (V)
per gram*
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» The ,-vitamin values for the
Chinee® tallow nut products presented In Table II have little signifies®®*
unless ®©spared to otter product® of established usage* To make possible such
a oessparison, B-vitai&i® assay values for whole wheat flour and dried brewer1 ®
yeast are also given in fable ll* These two products represent natural ®&»
ierials which serve to increase the vit&oin content of the finished product
into which they are incorporated* Thus whole wheat floor added to white flour
increases the vitamin content of bread or other bakery products* Dried brewer 1 s
yeast, because of its high B»vita&la content, i® used extensively as a vitamin
supplement in animal feeds and to a limited extent as a vitamin supplement for
humus*
The Chinese tallow out flour, because of th® hulls present, could not be
used to enrich whit# flour unless the hulls were first removed by screening
and bolting. However, the protein preparation could be used for such a purpose,
A ©caparison of the vitamin values of the tallow nut protein and ishel© wheat
flour in Table II shows that the former would furnish greater quantities of
thiamin and pyritaeiae p&r unit weight than the latter, but would b® lees
adequate in enrichment of pantothenic acid and niacin. On a unit weight basis
neither th© Chinese tallow nut flour nor the protein could compare to dried
brewer 1 a yeast as a relatively complete vitamin supplement to mlml feed or
m a scarce of vit&rdm® for human consumption*
Another approach to ascertain th© adequacy of tfa© vit&nlns in the tallow
nut preparations is t© consider th® amount of vitamins that would he added if
these materials were used m sources of protein in the diet of tniisii* Thus
in preparing a 20 per cent protein diet with tallow nut flour as the protein.
17
TABLE II
B»YmiQi ommt or chiuese hut flour and moms





Vg. Vs. Vf* Vg.
Biotin 0.2? 0.04 0.058 0.071




Inositol 750 225 1890 280
Kiacin 29.8 9.9 46.0 126.0
Bantothenlc acid 2.4 0.41 13.0 42.5
fyridoxiae 17.3 13.9 2.2 1.0
Thiamin 100.7 80.8 5.6 3.5
Riboflavin 3.6 0.74 1.8 15.2
of material of 40000.
emirs®* the &mmt of each vitsaia added,* expressed in aicrograe* par 100
grams of ration* would be as follows* bioil»-9#3* niacin-950* pantothenic acid-
90* pyrld©xiae»sso* thiamin-3200* and riboflavin-115, These waluea .gain fur-
ther significance whm eoapared to saccate of vitamins added to diets of dif-
ferant experimental animals, For m^ky and
following assounta of vitamins* o'p«r 100 prana* to their experimental rat
diets biotin-10, niacin-5000* pantothenic acid-920* pyid&oxlae-40Q* thlaaift*
400* and riboflavin-400* If these mmmis are «* spared to those that would
he supplied by the tallow nut flour to give a 20 per cent protein diet it la
apparent that pantothenic sold* riboflavin* md niacin would be deficient.
The deficiency in niacin would not be a factor in the diet of the rat because
this vitamin 1© not required. However* the ammfca of riboflavin and panto-
thenic seid would limit the growth of the rat#
According to the Commlttea of animal nutrition of the national Easaareh
Comic 11 starting ehieks should fee fed a diet containing 20 per cant protein
end B-vitamim® in aieregrame per 100 grafts of ration as follows* biotin-10,
niacin-1750, pantothenic acM-1100, pprite*lne-3SO, thiei»in*tO0t end riboflavin-
-350* Comparing thm® viiamia eeaeentteiioa® with those that would bo supplied
by the tallow nut flour at a level to supply 20 per cent protein, it is ap-
parent that the floor would supply only sufficient pytidmim and thiamin*
Biotin wild also possibly be adequate* However, the esal! amounts of panto-
thenic acid, riboflavin, and niacin furnished by the tallow nut flour would
necessitate the addition of these vitamins frees other sources*
The ocMparieona that have been made in dlseuaslxig the vitamin content
of the tallow nut preparations here ail been baaed on using these material#
18
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m fch* only souro* of vitamins in th* feed of the rat and tbo chick. this
in graorol 1® m% the mm b#e&us# the rations usually contain other vitaa&ia
©aatalaiag smteriale such m wheat true, ysaat sna alfalfa loaf m&l* skm*>
m&Tfth® comparisons given stiffie® to show the 1 imitations in th® Sevitaalns
md to show the aupplosMMsUary value of the tallow nut flour and protein with
respect to thiamin and pfstMmdm,
CHAPTER III
AMINO ACID CONTENT OF CHINESE
TALLOW NUT PROTEIN AND FLOUR
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AMINO ACID CONTENT OF CHINESE TALLOW NUT PROTEIN AND FLOUR
the methods used for the determination of
the amino acids, fable XII, were selected primarily on their established
value for such assays and secondarily on the number of amino acid® that could
be assayed for by one organism and basal medium condition. The second factor,
when it could be applied, saved time in preparation of media and thus f&eili*
bated the routine deterniaatiena of a larger number of atsino acids* Fear ©any
of the amine acid deterruinations, the same organism was used with different
media conditions' sad in other assays tan or mere ergaaisas were used in assay
procedures* This procedure was adopted in order to eliminate possible varia-
tion® in response to different media and to eliminate variations in response
by different organisms.
Aaaar basal#®. The Chinese tallow nut flour mud protein described in
Chapter II war# used as assay samples for the amine acid determinations.
rramfstlon XaLAMMC. <*• gram aaaplM of tba flour ana
protein. itn bydrolised by boiling with 100 ml* of constant boiling hydro-
chloric acid Cltl) for 24 hour®* After the hydrolysis period, the hydroly-
set# was reduced to & thick syrup by removing the hydrcHjhXerie sole! ml weter
by distillation or h steam bath under reduced pressure* the syrup was die-
solved la distilled water md the mixture again reduced to a thick syrup by
vm\mm distillation* The residue was again taken up in distilled water and
filtered, adjusted to pH 6.8 and diluted to contain 10 tig, of the sample per
SI. Hydrolysates ware stored in the refrigerator and dilutions aade ro»



































































































































































































































































































































tb® general microbiological assay technique
described in Chapter II was also used for the amine acid dstersdnatloas*
Amim acids used m standards were these of Unrefe and Co* or General
BleehemteaXs, Inc# hith the exception of am lot of isoleucine and several
lots of alanine, which were contaminated with leucine and glycine, respectively,
all the individual airiuo acid preparations from these two scarce® were free of
otter amino acids*
of i>3lno 4c& Basalts of tbs mi®o &oid imt®r«
mln&iioas ere given in fable If# fh# results are presented as average assay
values for sash amino acid and m a range or variation in values obtained*





" ' J .. ' :\ t t ' \>\* ‘ . . . V
amm hydrolysate run at different Uses* Using tbs average assay veins* of
the astno feeids as a basis of eoaparlson for both the flour &nd the protein:#
tbs range or variation of seven of the amino acidst arginine, aspartic seM,
cystine, glycine, loseins, threonine# and valine# wm l&m then $ par cent* A
deviation from the average of 7 per mnt or less but greeter than 5 pm mn% «
obtained with alanine, glutamic acid, iscleocine, methionine, plienylalimin®,
serine, m& tryptophan* Tbs range of assay values for the otter four amino
acMs, histidine, lysine, proline, ®m tyrosine, differed from the average
reported by as ?.mch as 4*3 t© 15*4 per cent toe low, t© 6*3 to 13*8 per cent
too hi#* The average deviation for all the amino acid mmj® was appro*!*
ssebely - 4 per cent*
The tallow mit floor end 'protein, ash and moisture free* contained 13*00
end 17*70 pmr cent nitrogen* these relate corrected for etadde nitrogen, 0*73
25
TABLE IV
audio j&m ccmwt of vnmm mim nm nOBIII 4110 noun
Floor Protein
Benge Average Range Average
Per cent Far cent Per cent Per cent
Alanine 1.1s * 1.22 1.20 (2)
1
1.81 • 2.07 1.94 (2)
Arginine 9*4 • 10*2 10.0 (93 14*6 • 15.4 15.0 (3)
Assartis acid 6*7 * 7.0 6.9 (3) 10.1 - 10.8 10.6 (3)
Cystine 0.64 - 0.6$ 0.65 (3) 1.15 1.15 (2)
Glutamic ms id 10*3 - n.i 10.8 (6) 15.1 ■* 16*6 15.6 (4)
01joins 2.9 - 3*0 3.0 (2) 4.3 <*•> 4.6 4.4 (2)
HistMim 1.5 m 1.8 1.6 (10) 2.2 «• 2.9 2.6 (7)
Iaeleuclne 3*3 - 3.6 3.5 (4) 5.2 • 5.5 5.3 (4)
Leucine 4.2 - 4*4 4.3 (6) 6.5 m 6*3 6.7 (4)
Lysine 1.5 * 1.9 1.6 (9) 2.0 m 2*4 2.3 (9)
Methionine 0.89 - 1.01 0.95 (9) 1.40 m 1*49 1.45 (5)
Phenylalanine 2.6 - 3*0 2.8 (8) 4.0 m 4*5 4.3 (8)
Prollna 2.5 - 2*9 2.7 (7) 3.6 m 4*1 3.9 (7)
Scrim 2.9 - 3*4 3.2 (16) 4.7 m 5.0 4.8 (9)
threonine 2*1 ** 2.3 2.2 (10) 3.3 m 3.4 3.3 (10)
Tryj&o$han O.il - * 0.85(12) 1.21 m 1.33 1.28(16)
tyrosine 1.8 * 2*1 2.0 (4) 2.9 m 3.5 3.3 (4)
VtOim 4.4 - 4.7 4.5 (9) 6.3 m 7.1 7.0 (4)
in parentheses indicate the number of assays.
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per cent for to flow to I*lo per sent for too protein* give toao acid
nitrogen values of 12*27 par east for to flour to 16*60 per ©ant far to
protein* fable ? sheas to mmmt of amine a@M nitrogen supplied by sash
amino acid both In the flour to to protein preparation* the wstim mM
nitrogen roowerl.es of 11*42 per eant to 15.98 par sect, toed on to to
dividual «sdn© mM, assays, represent a 93 par sent recovery of to amino
acid nitrogen of to original floor praperetiM and a 96 par eest recovery
of to aato mM nitrogen of to protein sample, these rmmnrim aould
ba better if to losses of aslae eeMs &rlng aeii ear alkaline hydrolysis
could be determined* for enaapie, earto looses toto hjNbrelyei* often
aaount to as m 10 per e«mt# By toreasing to serins vatos obtained
for to flour and protein by 10 .per cent, to w&.to aoM nit*e§an recovery
would be increased to 94 par ce&t for to floor to to appraßlngfce&jr
par cent for to protein* thus in mim mM assays, to actual values »y
ba bettor ton to mmim mM nitrogen recovery im&lmtm bmmm© of to to
struction of eo» of to amino mM» by to acid or alkaline hydrolysis aetbods
employed*
The rati© of to protein mim mM nitrogen to to ftmm mw&m mM ni*
tvegSß* gives ia T&hl© ?, sheet that to eetfcod aaptsyei for preparing to
protein from to flout* 446 sot result la a frefereniial aeptr&tto of to mmlm
aoM nitrogen* tot Is, is g#ia#»l to ratio® given took to average of 1*43
to £ o*l* to* Indicate© tot the protein prepgristi©ii obtained is represent**
tiv# of to protein loosest in to original tallow oat*
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TABLE V
2&fsl&0 acid warns mmh md rolstcro free basis* €binmm tallow mt
floor • 13*00 par eeat nitrogen md Ghinoao tallow nut protein • 17*70 par
coat nitrogen on mh md moisture frea tola.
mmm msmhm m mm Atm* agio assess or
cnmmt fALLOV HW FLOOR ASD PROTRXH






i#i 2.2 0.236 0.346 1.47
irfkliM 12.0 16.6 3.860 5.350 1.38
Aspartic acid s.3 11.7 0*375 1*233 1.41
Cystine o.s 1.3 O.Q93 O.X52 1.63
Glutamic acid 13*0 17.3 1.233 1.645 1.33
Glycine 3.6 4.9 0.672 0.913 1.36
Histidine 1*9 2.9 0.515 0.785 1.52
Isoleacine 4.2 5.9 0.449 0.630 1.40
Leucine 3.2 7.4 0.550 0.790 1.44
t$mim 1.9 2.6 0,364 0.499 1.37
imthSmim 1.1 1.6 0.103 0.150 1.46
phenylalanine 3.4 4.8 0.289 0,408 1.41
ar©lim 3.2 4.3 0.390 0.524 1.34
Sarins 3.3 5.3 0.508 0.708 1.39
thrmmim 2.0 3.7 0.3O6 0.436 1*42
Tryptopbsm 1*0 1.4 0.137 0.193 1.41
Tyrosine 2.4 3.7 0.186 0.236 1.54








at AaiM AeM CwUat of T*ll«r Mat Prot«ln. Tt. nutrl-
tlve value of a protein depend* primarily wpm It® mim acid content, both
quantitatively end qualitatively, <C@ia and gelatin ere nutritionally la«*d~
equate b@ea.uae ©f the leek of trypfcopl-an. Also, sein Is deficient la lysinej
and gelatin Is deficient in valine. Ftojo the value® obtained for the amino
acid ooataot of the Chinee# tallow nut protein, it would satin to be Halting
in alanine, cystine, histidine, lys no, mthizmim, and tryptophan. Ilowovar,
this conclusion is based only on the low valuta of these amino acids when
cohered to tha higher values for the others. Such a comparison is of little
significance because the voquiroraonto are different fro® one asino aeM to the
XMUCt.
The mim acid composition of @gt: albumin slang with that of the tallow
nut protein is given in fable ¥l* Eg- albumin its considered m m adequate
protoin for ante! nutrition when fed at a 20 par cant level in the diet of
animals* fins, takln./ ®gg albumin at a2O par cant level as a stented, the
Chinese tallow nut protein at a 20 pm cml level would bo Haitian i» alanine,
cystine, lysine, and nethleniae* Of this group the last two ere massed is
essential for animal aotritlani therefore, the deficiency in simim and cystine
would not he s factor for consideration* In actual, feeding tests with rats
(3s), it was .found that & diet containing 10 par cent tails* nut protein sup*
plestented with o*3 par cent methionine and o*3 pm cent lysine gave growths
equal to or slightly better than a diet containing 10 per cent protein fross
egg albumin. diwtfe mlO per cent tallow nut protein diet when tmeupple*
rented or euppleasoted only with lysine or aethlflalae gets very poor growths*
However, the growth may not have been normal on the ID per cent tallow nut
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TABLE VI
or amiho acid comm
CHBIESE TALLOW HUT
OF EGG ALBUMS WIFE THE
morm
Amino AeM Composition
egg Albumin (4) But Protein




















protein supslsrattttd with lysine ate methionine because only arginine, iso*
/
leucine, and valine would be supplied in sufficient assents to conform to
the minimm requirements as deterssiaed by Bose ste compiled by Griffith ate
Farris (13)* To nest the ainiauß amino raid requirewets for normal growth
of the rat, ths diet would have to contain 15 per cent tallow nut protein
mpf&sfaraM with approximately o*4 per cent nethionine mi 0.6 -par cent
lysine* la order to supply sufficient minimi® amounts of «11 the essential
acids, the diet would contain spprexirately 40 per cent tsllsw nut protein*
The esa&niial anino acids hm® hmn eoaaidtrad only fro® the standpoint
of the nutrition of the rat* However, the non-essential amino acids nay ho
of significance under certain conditions* Oystin* tea a sparing action on
methionine and tyrosine can partially replace pterylalanim* Hsraver, the
non-essential amino acids gain further importance is animal nutrition whan
tli© Inhibitions caused by sow of this group are considered* Granth inhibit
tions with chickens on gists containing com or corn product® haw teen at*
tribute*! to tbs prassara of hi# quantities of certain amino acids {l4}» both
essential ate tmm-m&mtUX*. Thus, in any determination of amino acids con*
tent of protein materials it is of importance to ascertain the content of
both tbs essential amine raids ate the non-sssestial mim acids*
CHAPTER IV
THREONINE-SERINE ANTAGONISM IN SOME
LACTIC ACID BACTERIA
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THREONINE-SERINE ANTAGONISM IN SOMELACTIC ACID BACTERIA
i&psrlt»B&aL. vaults* In the course of the detar&ln&tion of tbs serin#
content of the Chines# tallow ntst protein and flour, it was noted that the
standard serine curves obtained with £, dslhrueckll. faecal Is &, fasug*
aeaenteroides B-60 and &* easel were slgaoldal in shape* that is, at low
concentrations of serins there was a variable lag* section followed by a
rapid rise in the curve as the serine concentration was increased* At still
higher levels of serine the curve fell off as top growth wm approached*
Figure 2 is representative of the type of standard serine curves with each
of the four organisms given above.
The lag section in the standard curves indicated that either serine was
not the primary metabolite in serin® utilisation or there mm something
present in the medium that was Inhibitory to serin© utilisation* The work
of Xymn and associates (?9) showed that the lag section in standard curves
for glutamic acid could b© eliminated by the addition of glutamine* they eon*
eluded that glutamic acid was first converted to glutamine before utilisation
by the organism and that glutamine was the primary metabolite. This work on
glutamic acid suggested the use of some compounds that could be derived from
serin® m wans of overcoming the lag in the serine cturves* ethanol amine,
a dec&rbaaqrlation product of serine, and choline, which could arise from the
methylatlon of ethanol amine, were tested* These two compounds had m effect
on the lag in the serine curves •
The failure of ethanol arsine and choline to alleviate the lag in the
aerine curve caused a further consideration of the inhibitory property of
sqm constituent in the basal media* A literature survey suggested that the
33
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inhibition was possibly due to threonine. Gladstone (11), using gaoillus
anthreeis found that certain amino acids prevented growth when added singly
to a medium capable of supporting growth without the?®* He found valine and
leucine toxic to each other, a similar relationship between valine and thre*
©nine, and between threonine and serine* The similarity in the structure of
threonine and serin®, along with the inhibitory effect between threonine and
serine reported by Gladstone, suggested that the cause of the lag in serine
standard curve?, was dm to threonine in the medium*
To test this ides, media containing varying amounts of threonine wore
added to tubes containing different quantities of serine* For J*.
and easel threonine mm varied from sero to 4 mg* t*L»threonine per tube,
for £. fraafiaUa 0*025 to 4 mg. and for £*», anSWMMMa
F~6O fro® o*os to 4 mg* s)J>threonine* Serin® w&® varied from zero to a max*
imum of 100 mlorograns of DL-serin© per tube* For J,* deltrueekii the medium
of Stokes, Guanos3, lawyer and Casm&l (54) was used with the exception that
pyridoxin* hydrochloride (20 rper 10 si, tube) wee used insteed of pyrldoxnaliis,
odium II of Baumg&rten, father and-Stone (3), with xanthine omitted, was used
for the g* faecalis* Vbdiu® 4 described by ieinke and Holland (38) was *a»
ployed with Lena* manaateroidma P*6Q, and the m&lam of Jiclahaii end Snell (3?)
was employed with the exception of the omission of xanthine for &. easel*
Tests with Lean* meaenteroidee mm incubated for 4 days and the other organises




Curve A No threonine, Curve B 100/ DL-threonine, Curve C 200/
DL" threonine, Curve D 500/ DL'thre onine, Curve E 1000/ DL -
threonine, Curve F 2000/ DL-theonine, Curve G 4000/ DL'threonine
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FIGURE 4
Curve A No threonine, Curve B 100 / DL-threonine, Curve C 200/
DL-threonine, Curve D 500/ DL“threonine, Curve E 1000/ DL-




Curve A 25/ DL'threonine, Curve B 50/ DL'threonine, Curve C 100/ DL"
threonine, Curve D 200/ DL'threonine, Curve E 500/ DL'threonine, Curve F
1000/ DL'threonine, Curve G 2000/ DL'threonine, Curve H 4000/ DL'
threonine.
FIGURE 6
Curve A 50/ DL- threonine, Curve B 100/ DL“threonine, Curve C 200/
DL” threonine, Curve D 500/ DL'threonine, Curve E 1000/ DL-threonine,
Curve F 2000/ DL*threonine, Curve 6 4000/ DL~threonine.
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4a analysis of the curves for &. (Fig. 3) and j*. easel
(fig. 4) shows that the inhibitory effect of threonine on serine utiliac*
tion extends to rather lots concentrations of threonine. The progressive
decrease in titration at a given level of serin® is indicative of this In*
hibitory effect. Curves Tof Figures 3 and 4 are serine growth curves ob-
tained with 2 asg* BL-threonine per 10 el. tube as coamonly employed in many
assay asdic. This inhibitory effect of threonine is not m severe with
§. aggfeUg 5) M* MSS* agssr.taroidaa (Fig. 6} m It 1b with fc, M-
brueckii and &. pasei. This nay be partially due to the fact that the
latter two organism do not require threonine for growth whereas the former
two do require this amino acid for growth.
For a quantitative study of the threonine Inhibition of sarins, the
‘♦antibacterial into** method of SleUwain (36) was used* This ♦♦antibacterial
index® is the ratio of inhibitor to wteboXlte at which complete inhibition
of growth of the microorganism is obtained* By using a wide range in the
concentration of threonine and serine to give the ratios given in fable HI
it wee possible to determine the inhibition ratio and to Bhm the eoffipetitive
nature of the inhibition between threonine and serine* Media conditions used
were the eane m those need in obtaining date for figures >% The nedius
used for Leuc. naaenteroidefl was .nedius £ as described by Melake and
Holland (38)*
table VXI shews the inhibition ratio of threonine to sarins to bo between
100 and 200 for £p At a ratio of 100 there was still growth in
the tubes which contained 40 eg. threonine, this indicated that there was
still serine present in access of the inhibition exerted by threonine.





















































































































































































































































































































from 0.2 to 20 mg. throontoe) ware too Mall to too slgßlfleaot «mat t
result blank titrations were obtained* A repeat of the experiment with
100 end 200 isicrogram® serine, and threonine levels m given in Table VII
gave a mine of 150 for the "antibacterial laSsoc* or inhibition ratio*
fiats for £. fflasei in Table VII indicate an inhibition ratio of be*
tween 50 and 100* A repeat of the esc - erlsest gave a value of 75* Inhibition
ratios of gre&icr than 1000 for 'Leac* geseataroides JMO ard 2000 for S. fas*
call® E are indicated by titration values given for these two organisms* Best
value® obtained for the two organisms in later experiments were 1500 for
lam- aaalaaites 2000 to 4000 for 4. tmmiu a.
If threonine, because of it© similarity la structure to serin®, can
block the utilisation of serins, It should be possible for serine to block
threonine utilisation in organisms requiring threonine, Evidence of such m
inhibition is reflected in the date fresos&ed in Tabl© VIZI, Beet valao® for
inhibition ratios of serin® to threonine sessto toe around too for g>, faecali® ft,
200 for Lsmu ageeateroides P»6G» and 400 to 600 for L# erablnoaqa# These data
were obtained with the «peri»ntal technique and medim conditions as for Table
VIZ# For i* af&bißosus the »diu® of Lyman et si (28) wee used with the omission
of the tomato© eltsate and the addition of folic acid#
Tbs technique of heavily dosing a medium with all constituents f other than
the one to be assayed, is usually sufficient to eliminate tbs effect of art**
belli©# added as samples* Ikmmrmr, the antagonistic offact of threonine on
serin® utilisation by £, Aelbraftckll and &. aiiMt and to a lessor extent with








































































































in sarin© assay media undesirable* The use of % mg* of DL-threonin© per
10 rl. tube, as commonly employed in media, causes a large lag section in
the standard serine curves for J* and &. delbrueckll. This large
lag section in the standard serine curve is objectionable because in the
lag section the rowth response to added serin© is relatively small* This
decreases the sensitivity and limits the accuracy of assay values taken
from the lag section of the curve* The large lag section also extends the
amount of serin® or sampl© that must be added to cover the growth response
range of the organics* Tfe* addition of ore serine is not object!:cable
feit the addition of mors assay sample can be a factor*
Madia are usually trade up containing all known growth factors but this
does not preclude the presence of unknown factors In assay samples that nay
stimulate the growth of the microorganism* Thus the greater the amount of
assay sample used, the greater is the possibility of stimulation by unknown
constituents of the sample* Conversely, the sample my contain toxic mtmr~
ials which are not significant at lew concentrations but my bacons signi-
ficant as the concentration of sample per assay tube is increased*
Threonine nay fc© considered m such & toxic notorial for &• delbrueckil
and o&fiM* la serine assays with these two niereerg&niems, the effect of
threonine added aa sample is an important factor even in the presence of
2 mg* l3L*threoaiae per tube* Carr© F (2 mg. per tabs) and Curve
G (4 m* hl>tfer«oaim@ per tube) of rigor© 3* deaonstrat© that the addition
of threonine in excess of the 2 ssg* usually used in assay procedure causes a
decrease in titration at a given level of serine* For examplef with Curves
F and G of Figure 3 there is a difference in titration of o*s el* at 507 of
44
serine and 1.2 ad. at 100Vof serine, i&periaeatal data not shown but which
represents an extension of these sane two curves gave differences in titra-
tion of 4*25 nl, at 200 serine end 3.75 ml., at serine. These dif-
ferences were obtained by adding 2 mg. threonine in assess of the amount used
in Curve F which represents a large increase in threonine concentration.
However, Table IX shows that such an increase in threonine concentration can
be approached by the addition of assay samples.
Table IX givoa throe samples that vsry la the ratio of threonine to
serins content* Dried cheese whey, with a threonine content approximately
three ttaes the serine content, would add a maxIran of 950vL-threonine in
the assay range of oto (Curve A, Figure ?}* This quantity
of threonine added as sample approaches very closely the difference In L»
threonine content of the stadia used in obtaining < f and G of figure 3*
Such addition of threonine would have a pronounced effect on the response of
the organism to serine and m & result would give low assay values which
would become increasingly lower as the amount of aawole was increased. Silk
fibroin on the other hand has a Much higher serine content than threoninej
therefore, the amount of threonine added would be very small, as is shown by
Table IX. The effect of threonine added m sample would be at a alniaum.
Casein is isore representative of moot samples on which serine and threonine
values have been reported (3, 5). In these samples the rati© of serine to
threonine is closer to one. However, data presented in Table XX and Figure 3
shew; that thrmnim added as these staples would still exert an effect similar




































































The absence of a lag in the ffelbruoofrll standard serine Curve A,
Figure 3 suggests the us® of a sodium containing no threonine in the assay
of specific samples for serine* As this organism does not require threonine
for growth, it would ha possible to mmj for serine in materials containing
no threonine by eliminating threonine from the media©* However, such a
■mthod would be very Halted and would serve only for samples frm of thro*
onine.
la vim of the small lag la the standard serine curwe for £# faecalls M,
it would see© that thin organism would be Vm mot desirable for Bar la® assay*
However, in tbs courso of tha threonine-ser in® mtogmism study It was observed
that changes la md%& conditions had an offset m tha sarin® requirement of this
organism, insults of & study of the factors responsible for wirlatftoM in the
serine requirement are presented in the nssrt chapter*
CHAPTER V
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mvmw w tie mmm a® UKAen,, folic ace, mu
CITHATS AMD F#** SB SESTSIi KEqOINKKIir OP
aasagagaß &agAE»
In the investigation of the ser antagonism in sees® lactic
acid bacteria* ;: .%diusn, II of Beungarten, "lather and Ctne (3) was employed
for faecal ia ft* Attatspts to use other reported £. faecalls ft media for
serine rseponee studies proved, unsatisfactory because It mm not possible
to obtain blank titrations in the absence of serin®* ooafmelon also existed
in the literature as to the essential nature of serine far thin ttloroorganisa*
Serine had ham stated m being essential for £* fassails h by Greenhut*
Sebwelgert and dlvahjaa {l2) 9 Snell and Ouirard <so} # and Bauagartaa* lather
and ion© (3)# isswer* Duns, Camion and Block (9) found serin® to
be noa*eBsential fear faecalie It* These differences suggested that possibly
the ©eria« requirement was a function of the asdic conditions employed*
Bvidenoe of the difference 5a sserlne roqulromnt of fa®cal la K under
different sedls conditions ia girm in fable I* Kith Vodiu® A serine would bo
classed &a essential, whereto with i»dia B end C ear in© would bo classed «o
etlaulatory. That ia, in the absence of serine under conditions of ladimm k
there was no growth, let, tinder condition* of Mia : ma G there was in
tubas chaining m added serine ami the addition of eeri&e further sUndated
growth.
Farinas and Iracil* A oommrUm of the constituents of the three nadia
used to obtain the data for fable 1 showed that IMius A mntaimd the highest
eoneestTAtlofi of the purines am uracil* -Cediiss B contained the amllmt
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TABLE X
Mo xanthine wm added to mg of the aiedla.
PyrMmim, 16'v'and respectively* mm
mod in Madia B and 0* instoad of pyridoxasise.
mam or i. s on BiWEKsr smiwunm msu.
A (3) :%&lm B (31) itedium C (54)
fltr»tte&9 0.1 I Mad!
r id* *£U ad*
0 0*0 6*43 2*50
4 0*33 6.56 3.01
10 1*90 6.90 3*44
20 4*01 6*63 3.75




60 6.33 7*33 3*22
80 6.90 7.63 3.17
120 7*41 8.24 3.25
160 7*37 1.70 3.62
200 7.37 8.90 4.15
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concentration* This suggested that possibly these nitrogen bases were re-
sponsible for the observed differences. Table 11 demonstrates the validity
of this assujgption in that m the concentration of adenine, guanine, and
uracil was increased a progressive decrease in the titration values was ob-
tained both in the absence of serins and in the presence of limiting serine*
Individual and combined effects of adenine, guanine, xanthine, end uracil,
each at a concentration of 0.5 mg* per tube m indicated, are demonstrated
by figure 7. Fro© Curve Bof Figure 7 it is apparent that adenine Is the
most inhibitory toward serine synthesis by the ©rg&nisa and xanthine ®mm
to be neither stiaulatory nor toxic* Guanine and uracil are also inhibitory
to serine synthesis but to a lesser degree than adenine*
Further evidence of the effect of adenine, guanine sad uracil on serin*
synthesis is reflected in the data presented in Table 111* It has been shows
that &• faecal is was essentially completely inhibited by a rati© of threonine
to serine of 2500 under specific conditions* The titration of 1*32 ml* of
o*l 8 sodium hydroxide gives under folic acid column of Table 111 repre-
sents* growth response obtained under such conditions* It is to be noted as
these cone!Itlone mrm changed, with respect to the purines and uracil, there
was a change in the titration values* Admins alone has practically the mm
inhibitory effect m a combination of adenine, guanine and uracil. However,
the addition of either guanine or uracil or the ©mission of these nitrogen
bases hm a pronounced effect on the titration values. The increase in ti-
tration values given under o*os olio acid column (Table 111) dearly indi-
cated that the ratio of threonine to serin® of 2500 was no longer inhibitory
when the medium was changed with respect to the purines and uracil*
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table xi
mmmte&tiGm r&prmmt wmmfc of ®mb ®&mtl%mnt prmmfc*


















sras-T «' abbess, fiMm, bsacil, abb folic asib cw osikth a
THHEOBISE-SBfclKE BASIO OF 2500
Parin* and fyrtxMim 0*05rF©Xie mid S.OVfoUe mid
Titration, 0.1 i iaOH
ml*





%*$ m* ©aeh &® indicated par 10 all* iufea*
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An of the study of the purin© and uracil toxicity v ith thro*
onine iM valine (fable 11X1) indicated that this toxicity we# net present
under condition* where m thraesta# or valine was added, and under venditions
of limiting tlureonine or valine* A aoqparlaan of the titration value# in
Table 1111 verified that the response of g* faecali# hto threonine and valine
was aaaaatinUj independent of the purines and uracil eoaeentrationf whereas,
growth of this microorganism to§ decreased as the concentration of adenine,
guanine, and uracil *as increased in the abaence of serine or in tie 'iresence.
of Uniting «ountss of serine* In the threonine ami ml in© studies, o*l ssg*
of adenine, guanine, and uracil per tube exerted a slight stln&atery effect
an growth rather than an inhibition of growth as with serine studies* 1 free
these data, It scene that the inhibitory effect of adenine, guanine, and are.*
oil is specific for serine netahoXlea in j|* faecalis B •
Foils ;darly in ttm study of the toxicity of adenine, guanine, and
uracil on sarins mX&holimm by J* fassail# fc, It aa# doeeaod toirmfel# to ©or*
r@lnto this observation with the ©enoentr&tieii of folio mM present in the
mßmtf XMb##* Bvidaaee of a relationship between folio sold and the pyrimidine,
thymine, had been published earlier hf s%®km {s3}* Snail m& Mitchell Csl)
had also shmn that 4# faecal is B respired both iiiftlM eM thymine in the
absence of foil© soldi* Ail curve# presented on figure 7 ware obtained at the
mam itaaj that is, basel aadi«% inoculum, iaaubatian time, and eodiu® by*
for titration were the earn for all tubes which s&s® up the points &hmn
on the aurv*a* Feint# for Cunm B were obtained on a malm containing no
serine and Q *O5 ? folic sold per 10 «l« tubcj whereas, the median for Curve 0
contained s*o? folio acid* A comparison of these two curves showed that the
TABLE XIII
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mmm to sums, tmammm, m> valxns m imtmmcw
m amnm, wmil, md folic jcsd
mim A&id Folic acid Adenine» guanine, and uracil
Mom 0*1 mg. 1*0 tag.
Titration, 0*1 If MOH
m* y «1. ml. ml.
0*0 0.05 5.00 a*n 0*76
0*05 0.05 7,60 7.48 4.96
0*0 5.0 3.43 5.40 1.33
0*05 5.0 7*95 8.10 7.20
0*0 0.05 1.0} 1.25 1.00
0.05 0.05 5.50 5.65 5.10
0*0 5*0 1.05 1.25 0.95
0.05 5*0 4.92 5.80 5.60
SMaltea 0.0 0.05 1.70 2.00 1.65
0.05 0.05 4.94 5.46 5.16
0.0 5.0 1.70 1.35 1.90
0.05 5.0 4.65 5.40 5.35
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higher level of folic cold caused an increase in growth under all cosblna*
tions of adenine, guanine, uracil, and xanthine* this increase in growth
was practically equal to the increase in growth obtained by adding 2s?'oL*
serins to tubes containing o*os* folio acid (Curve C, Figure 7)# The ad-
dition of to tubes containing s*o folio acid (Curve 1,
Figure 7) gave greater growth than that obtained with either folio acid or
serine alone* A change in the inhibition ratio of threonine to serine of
2500 is indicated by the increase in titration obtained by raising the folio
acid fron o.osrto s*o>'per 10 riU tube (fable XII).
Concentrations of folic acid of 0.05 tubs (31) and tabs
(20), which are satisfactory under most assay conditions, do not suffice with
limiting serine. Table XIII presents data to ©how that increased folic acid
requirement is restricted to the serine blanks and limiting serine tubes, is
indicated by the titrations given in Table XIII, threonine and valine blanks
and tubes containing limiting threonine and valine were not stimulated by in-
creasing the folic acid from 0.05 to 5*0 'f per tube. However, titrations of
serine blanks and limiting serine tubes wore increased by such an increase in
folic acid. This folio acid effect with serine conditions as given above ex-
tended to all concentrations given in Table XXIX*
la arriving at a level of folio acid for the preceding work, it was ob-
served that high conceabrsttions of this vitamin war® toxic. Table XIV presents
data showing the growth response obtained. A study of the folio acid toxicity
wat extended to a folic acid concentrate**. Titrations given in the table for
©©Boentr&t© of »p©tmmf* 4000 prepared from spinach. Obtained ihroagh

































































































folic acid, obtained in the prasjonce of bote o*l eg* end o*s mg# adenine,
guanine, and uracil, showed that the toxicity of folic acid started to exert
itself between s*o and $oy * Independent studies not slum gave equal ti-
tration values free 2*5 to 10Vfells acid* The folic acid concentrate did
not exhibit tfc same toxic effect as evidenced by folio acid* The concentrate
preparation up to 20 mg* per 10 ©l* tube failed to exert a retardation on the
growth of faecalls E* To tee contrary, there was progressive increase in
growth ®s tee amount of concentrate was Increased*
The reversal of the folic acid toxicity wa© eecemplisfeed fey folio acid
concentrate and sarin© m shown in Table £?* the ability of the eoncastrata
to reverse the toxicity of hi# oonoantr&tinna of fplic acid is probably duo
to serins contamination in tha crude preparations* Support was given to this
idea because m acid hydrolysate of tha folio &cM concentrate retained its
ability to reverse tha toxicity exerted by folic ccid.
Literate aisd Fe* 4
* imothsr apparent difference batmm& IMia 4* B, end 0
(Table 1) was tbs presence of soiia® citrate a® a buffer in ttudiu* & but not
in the other two* Th® stq>erlorlty of citrate a# a buffer h&d been claimed
by several worker® (20, 35, 56) • In a study of the Mitral requ&e&ailfce of
2* faeoells I (*fesLsod ma Snail (35)) and in the leucine assay by this micro-
organise (Henderson and Snell (20)), citrate buffear did not increase the scad
for Salta B* fat, under ©arias blank eoadiiiona the addition of Increasing:
mount® of Salt® B {Table X?2) and specifically Fa** (Tables I?I and Iff!)
overean® the toxicity exerted by Increasing admits of citrate* Bader the
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r r al. *1*
$00 0 2.03 20 2.16
m as $.07 100 3.10
$00 so 4#47 200 3.66
$00 100 s.ia $00 4.50
$00 am) 9.2S 1000 $.41
$ 0 S.40 20 f>M
$ as 6.75 100 6.71
$ so 7.61 200 6.85
$ 100 6,70 $00 7.49
$ 200 9.60 1000 8.11























































































































4© mg. mMm smUito* s*o v folio aaM, «nd
o*s mg* oaoh of aftniXMi# guanine, and uracil
por 10 ml* tube*
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pioemsloa. The diversity of the factors which hew boon shown to alter
the serine requirement of g» fmmXis It makes it difficult to formulate a
•ehe&e which includes all of the findings* However* consMarat ion of these
V
'v-?
data with that already published permits the forsmlation of a pattern which
includes all of the factor* presented* Considerable work ha® been reported
showing a relationship between thymine aM folic acid* Snell md itchell
(§1), and Stofcatad (55) found that thymine and the purine® were capable of
promoting the growth of faocalis E in the absence of added folic acid*
Stokes (53) suggested that folic acid function© m a coensytne for the on*
syss® system responsible for the synthesis of thymine, or & thymine*like
compound, which me in turn mod by the bacteria to form nucleic acids*
Hall (IS), in reporting the synergistic effect of thymimo and folic acid for
§* faecalis E# postulated that thymine mj actually be a precureor of folic
acid, or thymine le purticipatini in som alternative catabolic path* Eogere
and Shiv# (47), interpreted the data of Ball (IS) m a sparing action of thymine
on folio acid* sibe* thymine was added to the ceding, the folic sold require*
naxxt of the organism wm lowered bccauea in the presence of thymine less or no
folic acid was required for the synthesis of thymine or a tfeyffllne*llke coo*
pound* the analogue»matabolltc inhibition studies by iiogare and. Shive (47)
with £. caaei indicated that the function of folic acid, was that of a oeensy»
or m a source in the production a eoemyne which was necessary for the
synthesis of the purines and thymine or their equivalent®.
fmn though the present finding* are mt entirely in .keeping with the
conclusion® given above, the fact remain® that adenine assert* a io&tictty toward
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serine synthesis by £• faecalis ft and that both serins and folio acid re-
verse this toxicity* The role of adenine as an inhibitor Is best explained
by assuming that this compound inhibits the functioning of sons ensyas re-
sponsible for the synthesis of serine* This inhibition possibly being exert-
ed because of the similarity in structure between adenine and a specific part
of the easym, probably purine-like or perhaps similar in structure to the py-
rimidines* In addition to guanine, uracil, and xanthine, both thymine and
hypcocanthine show no reversal of adenine toxicity* This indicates that these
compounds are probably not part of the ensyma responsible for the synthesis
of serine*
The reversal of adenine, guanine, and uracil toxicity by folic &cM and
serine suggests that folic acid Is part of an system responsible for
the synthesis of serine by g* faecalis ft* As the organism is used in assay
for folic acid in the presence of s©rio©t it would not be a matter of serine
being converted to folic acid which would then be responsible for the rever-
sal of the adenine toxicity* The inhibitory effect of high concentrations
of folic acid and the reversal of this toxicity by both serine and folic acid
concentrate from spinach is, however, suggestive of a special form of folio
acid behag necessary for serine synthesis* To explain the toxicity of folic
acid, It is to be assumed that the organism has the ability to convert pteroyl-
glutamlc acid into the desired for® as part of the enay&e for serine synthesis*
However, m the concentration of pteroylglutaaic acid is increased it becomes
competitive with the specific form because of the excess of pteroylglutamic
acid present* That is, with sufficient pteroylglutamic sold, 5*0 y per 10 d#
tube, the organism has the ability to convert a sufficient amount for serine
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synthesis* However, in the presence of ptsveylglutaaie acid this
conversion rate my be the ean@ bat the pres sue® of excess pteroylglutanle
acid eeapetec with the special fora of folic acid forced sod cerise synthesis
is blocked* The reversal of glutamic acid toxicity by folic acid con*
centrist® is believed to be dm to the presence of serine la the concentrate
because an acid hydrolysate of this concentrate retains its ability to re*
verse the toxicity of pteroylglutamic acid. Serine assays with g* yelbraeckfo*
in the absence of threonine, indicate the presence of sarin# in an sold hy*
drolysate of the concentrate*
The inhibitory offset of citrste on the (.growth of g* fasealla E eeeaa to
be dm to the mmplm formtlon of citrate with the bivalent cation, Fe***
Table !¥IX Indicates the Inhibitory affect, of increasing amounts of citrate
in the presence of 2©r'fe
#% the zm\mt supplied by o*o3 «&• Salts i* Bata
presented in this table also she® the reversal of citrate toxicity in the
presence of 3DOrF«** per 10 ad* tube* Henderson sad Snell (SO) Ml previous*
ly sheen that g* .faecatlc R did not require extra Salts B for Iwmim essays
on a citrate buffered stadias* Bevever# Table XVI present® data vbich sheer
an anheneeiaent of growth of this organism, under s#ris® blank conditions in
citrate buffered s»tllu% m the voluae of Sate B per tube la increased* The
specif ity of #e*% when compared to Ha** awl ?%** # in iaor®&sing growth in
serin® blank tabes is alec revealed In this table*
Tlm data presented 0a the influence of F#** on serin® blanks with £*
faecalla E cagfcet that this a&bion is essential t-a the synthesis of serine*
That te, fa** se#» to be an activator for the ®m?m rmpmmtbls for tbs
synthesis of mrim m It smy be an integral part of the easy®# system proper*
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The role of citrate as a inhibitor appear® to be that of reserving F®**
fro® the m&ims by soapier formation and thereby preventing the synthesis
of serine*
all of ife# findings mmmtm hme been Haterpreted os the poetolettoa
of am emsyne system present in JS* fa&aalia E whiofe is reapomeible for the
synthesis of ®mim* The toxicity of adenine, afid ih® rwrsal of this
toxicity by ©arim# suggests that cms part of the enayne baa a strata**
similar to the pmisos# The data presented cm folio acid Indicate that a
mmpmmA related to folio mid %n struetwe is .part of the enayiae ronpoo*
siblo for the synthesis of serine. Tim tonicity of citrate oatlor limiting
serine ooimitione mod the repeal of this tonicity by fa*
4,
suggest# ‘that
possibly F# *is mi activator of the serin® forming mmfm eyetan# Bumn
of the ©any factors ebieh influent the serine requirement of f* faecalis I,
it is doubtful if this- mloroorgemiesi aheold be need in the assay for serin#*
CHAPTER VI
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STUBBS m THE CJ&CXUM BEgnftSM* Of UCtQB&Wm D£LERUEC&U»S
Sodium citrate and sodium succinate, because of their greater buffer
capacity when compared to sodium acetate, have gom to be used in essay media
for the lactic acid bacteria* The growth of sore of the member® of this
group of bacteria is adversely affected when the pH of the medium falls be*
lew 3*2* Such conditions, because of the lactic acid produced by the bacteria,
ere readily attained In assay tubes which ere not properly buffered* The in*
creased buffer capacity of citrate and succinate ere sufficient to maintain
the pH above 5*2 over a greater growth range, hence the assay range is in*
creased*
The use of citrate in the medium* however* causes part of the Its
4*
and
% of the medium to become unavailable to the microorganism due to the com*
plex formation between citrate and the two oations* ftfo and % (35)* To
overcome this effect mre magnesium and manganese salts must be added to the
basal atedium. As demonstrated In the preceding chapter* the Fe** requirement
of *|* faecalIs E was also Increased in the presence of citrate buffer* l&imn
and coworkers have used succinate as a buffer for g* faecalls I in the deter-
aination of methionine (31)* tryptophan (2?)* and histidine (30) and have
reported no difficulty with, the use of succinate as a buffer*' let* in the
present investigation when either citrate or succinate was used as e buffer
for I*, fffltoiaefcli in serine essays the growth of the organism was inhibited*
Toxicity of Cltrsto. Srt*MM of the ciifferono. to the reeponee of i.
aelhrueckli on two different media, both free of threonine, is given in




















lag in the wmpmsm to serin© even though tbrsoate was omitted, while with
■the aadioa of Stokes at d (51) the lag section mm relatively orall, to
deterdise the earn# of tbs lag, the »<!3a given above were each up in
throe parts, aalno acids, vitamin ouppleoanta, and buffers, and eestblned as
given Is fable X1.., frost tha data prmmibed in this table, it m® mptmrmt
that tha salt# ah buffer aixtera M (Henderson od Snail) to® responsible
for the inhibition of growth, By further division of tha buffer and ©alts
alxitireo a and S (Stoke© at tX) a# given In fable M, it was possible to
establish tha Inhibitory effect of citrate*
A mmp&i&m of citrate sad auneSimte at different levels. , in the pare*
NBa of different level© of ©aits B (fable HI) eheeed ©itr&be to tee »re
tcnie than ©aeelnate under all conditions given* firm these data, it wm
gated that hf increasing the ommmtemtim of suit© Sf was a tetaleaey
toward reversal of the eitrab® and. ©oeeiaat© teasietty* Bowwar, no ooneen-
tratien of tho salt® B used brought tha titration of citrate or succinate
tube® up to bte# titration of the tuba containing only sodium acetate m a
buffer# iMfvidmX and @mhimA effect® of i%** ad (fstele HII), l&a*
wine failed to mmm the iatelMtety affect of either sredlaa citrate «r ©edtat
©tieelnab#* &« with increasing taunts of salts 1, only a tread toward refer*






meat, ml..m** .as Tb#
United aMUftr «f eaewißfc# of eelte S and of !»«!% aaomits of
ife*4 sikl ig44 to rwer#* the inhibitory affect of citrate and suooinat# «ug»
gented the pvmmm of an impurity in tfep ©alt# that ms in reality
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TABLE XIX
**H* signifies amir,® acids, vitamins f m& buffer and salts*
respectively, according to thm formula of Bendwraoa and
Snail (20).
*s* signifies mim acids, vitamin*, mad buffer and salts,
respectively, according to the formula of Stokes at al (54)*
Buffcor and salts *l*i SO mg. I sodium acetate, 10 ®g.s
sodlu® citrate, 200 eg.f aiM&it&i chloride* 30 «g.i salts 0,
0.2 ml*
Buffer mi mlta sodium acetate, 60 ms. | mil® A, 0.05
«I.{ salt* Bf o*os al*
mmmm to *ll tubes* SQrfKHMrl&tf 0.1 rag* Mb
of adenine*, gu*nlrs«, uracil, amt mamthlro; 200 if. glaooaof
no threonine*
oaoras tammam or u ubmu huh umtoi asdic acu.
my*m ana wm




H 1 S 0
H S H 0
I I a 3.84
I s a 2.7S
$ s a 3.86
B H a 5*as
a a i 0
a s H 0
TABLE XX
m&hm Sicskm at al (54) » tktmmlm oadtt«df with wiU&M
eup-lemnt «T Bradman and Snail (SO)* 3«ria@-I>L tate*
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S 0 0 8.25 5.75
H 0 0 7.43 6.30
$ 200 0 0.34 0.28
« 200 0 0.22 0.25
I 0 30 8.05 5.45
i 0 30 6.36 6.58
$ 200 30 0.40 0.40
i 200 30 0.60 1.25
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TABLE XXI










* m* ml. at*
0.05 0 6.07 5.94
CU05 25 2.20 5.60
0.05 ■ 50 0*§5 5.38
0.05 100 0 4.76
0.O5 200 0 3.63
0.5 0 6.45 6.45
0.5 25 2.92 6.10
0.5 50 1.30 5.30
0.5 160 0 5.20
0.5 200 0 3.60
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TABLE XXII
ffmdim «*£ St®km «t al (54) with thruoaio® os&ttod*
sQr SW*riii* p*r tufeo.
















Q 0*2 0*025 6.21 6.21
200 0*2 0.O25 0 2*95
200 0*7 0.025 0 3.20
200 1*2 0.025 0 3.42
2m 2*2 0*025- 0.5 2.84
200 5*2 0*025 l.O 2,70
too 10*2 0.O25 1.84 2.56
too 0.2 0*525 0 4.15
200 0*2 1*025 0 4.36
200 0*2 2*025 0 4.70
200 0*2 5*025 0 2.98
too 0*2 1O.025 0.2 4*00
200 1*2 1.025 1.82 1.00
200 5.2 1.025 5.00 5.00
200 10,2 1*025 5.42 4.7a
200 5*2 1.025 3.12 4*84
200 5.2 5.025 4.00 5.50
200 5.2 10*025 4.90 5.78
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responsible for the offsets obtained* Although analytical grades of salts
were mead* e&leium analyses gives os the labels war® of sufficient magnitude
to warrant an Investigation of the influence ©f Ca** on the growth of £*
deHaruackli* Another Indication of the possible mm for c&loium is given
in fable X2K« Vitamin supplement H attained 10 t'calcium pantothenate| where*
as, vitamin aupplamsot I contained only 2ref this vitamin# It la to be meted
that In the eases where vitamin supplement H was used* other eonatltuanta
being the same* the resulting growth was greater, fable Mill show® the
stimulatory effect of Ca** in a medium containing succinate as a buffer. The
addition of 200 ®g* of sodium succinate to «n acetate buffered medto lowered
the growth titration £*©» 6*15 ml* to 4*oo si, of 0,1 1 sodium hydroxide* the
addition of 0,05 mg* oa* to a succinate buffered tuba raised the titration
above that of the acetate buffered tube* a titration of 6*45 ml* with €«&**
added as compared to a titration of 6*15 ml* with no Ga** added. The titra-
tion of a succinate buffered tube was further raised when o*l sag* Ca was
added* but was levered by the addition of o*s mg* €•»**♦ The data presented
in Table JQCXV shows that by the addition of as little as ID yCa** the titra-
tions for acetate mA succinate buffered tubes are increased I whereas, the
citrate buffered tube® produced no growth. The absence of growth in the
citrate buffered tubes is possibly explainable on the fact that m and %
were limiting because only o*os ml* salts B ware added per tube* SvMence of
i
the greater complex formation in the presence of citrate buffer was noted in
the tubes containing o*2 and 0,5 ©g* Ca**# kith the succinate and acetate
buffer* a precipitate farmed when the tubes wore autoclaved but with citrate
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TABLE XXIII
Mia* of Stokes *t al (54) with 60 sodiua potato
e*sfao& to all tub«#.




Cm Titration, 0.1 I 1*08
y mg* *£♦ ai.
m 0 0 6.15
50 200 0 4.00
50 200 0*05 6.54
50 200 0*10 7.50
50 200 0.50 6.75
so 0 0.05 6.35
50 0 0.10 6.25


































































































































m oubh prsaipitat® formed* A saapartaon of salts B (o*os ml. tube)
sad salt® 0 (o*2 »X* par tubs) to aitrata buffered tubas, fafela XXV9 ehostsd
on increased pooto raapaafea whars salts 0 was tsssd* Hoaravor, tfe# addition
of further tooreassd t&o grwrth omn in the prsasn&t of salts C#
Wmmmm of to iafeifettoy offsots of acetate, sueeinat#, and oitroto*
oil of vbloh boo* boon &hmn to fe@ loportot in to ts&ortotoy eorfeobydrot®
aotoboli*s» it mm thought that to uso of toss evwgmmti® *t hi# ©enaaa*
iroitos was sonslag to inhibitory offset by shift log esri&in o%«Jiiferf*
in to corbofeydrot# gogrodotto# to tot ta@h © hypothesis, sueeinats,
assists, to eitr&i© war® oeapftd *tth saotorat# m * buffer# fls® lotto
oeipoto he® not postulate as an in aorbebydroi# osioto
Us* iKI torafaro should, m% ter® an .inftone® .if to ibw hypothesis w&s
®olM. fsfeta X3£¥l stem tot sedto petosto soseterats exhibits on inhib-
itory offset an tfe# growth of &• sixtier ta that of tbe otter
terrors* this IMtoto tot to inhibitory offoot of too# buffers mm not
dlrmtlf Inflmm&ng to aarbshydrot® toofeeltsm* tim ottolotoy offset of
O®** nos ®§®iß apparent*
Lffeat of nm results
geoooato mtm teem ton abfcoito mfim Hotting rnttim em&l%im* § SO to 200
y
Utoortoo per 10 »!♦ %to* remits* hmm inii©mt#4 a n@ad far m&m eol*
aim is pNfwion i© tor* %**'to *** *» to prmmm of to oripni# «to
feoffor* ©tyai#a, fsML# Hfll too* to of Co' «* lamina utiltm»
%im in emspmi&m to mtim utUimtlm* In general, to dot* tototo a
r#quir#wnt for eoleto* BoooMr* tin Co** for Uniting Immim mm*




SM&mi mam m far T«M# i&I? m&mpt o*l sss§* xant&ia*
«M®dl pat tub© ©M »clta 2 per ant gtu@es#*
o - j -. :.,, V...-. >■
WKtCT m Cm** OB THIS hSSMBS OF L. TO SgftJRS




0.05 0U s«itn » o.a it.
Tltmioil. 0.1 £ Mi
Salta C
• r Y OL# *1. 01* ftil-.
» WO 0.0 0*0 1.30 1.25
O.l SO xm 0*0 0.0 1.70 A.91
0«2 50 100 o.ia cas 2.65 6.35
o.$ m 100 0.15 0.30 M3 i.W-








































































































Miss* of Bmimsm sml dael! (20}*
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naMns of g.. mmmz&n to smm mb umm, as
aEFtffiSJCED 8T' So**
DL-Leucine VhSvrim 0,1 B H*08
y r So Co** 0.2 ag. Co** o.5 ag. c»**
200 m« sodium citrate per tube
2000 50 0 0 0
2000 xm 0 0 0
2000 200 0.38 0.37 0.70
2000 400 0.72 0.63 2.60
2000 2000 9.33 16.*0 17.08
m 2000 3.56 4.30 4.53
xm 2000 5.52 6.30 6.80
200 2000 6.50 9.50 10.03
200 lag . eodiutt eueclmte per tube
2000 50 0 2,30 4.10
2000 100 0.70 12.11
2000 200 1.80 13.75 16.21
2000 400 7.16 19.10 19.62
2000 2000 13,93 19.31 19.71
50 2000 5.37 8.45 8.03
loo 2000 9.96 10*33 11.00
200 2000 13.60 11*41 11.62
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is an apparent difference between the succinate -and citrate buffered tubes
containing 2 ng* each of serine and leucine* libh citrate, the addition
4M>
of o*2 mg* Ca increased the titration from 9*33 to 16*50? whereas, with
succinate the increase in titration was only from 18*93 to 19*31 at* 0,1 H
sodium hydroxide* the titrations obtained on citrate and succinate buffered
tubas suggested that the Ca requirement was partially a function of the
media* With citrate as buffer, there wm an appreciable lag in the growth
response of the microorganism to serine* This lag was much smaller with
succinate as buffer* The inhibition ef serine utilisation by citrate seemed
to be extensive enough to sake 2000 ins per tube a limiting factor
for growth* >.4 lth succinate, the Inhibition was less and 2000 '’'Dli-sar las was
not limiting and top growth was obtained in the absence of added Ca •
The results of a study of tbs offset of Ca** on the utilisation of dif-
forest limiting aetino acids are given in fable XftTUX* In general, titrations
obtained were greater where Ca** was added* Also given are visual growth ob-
servations at 24 and 40 hours* these visual observations are given to demons
strata the fast that tubes containing o&** gave a greater early growth than
tubes containing: no added €a** • this effect of 6a had been observed .in
saauy of the previous experiments*
Because of the extreme tonicity of a citrate buffered medic® to the util*
laaticn of ®«rin® tgr &• felhraeaklj.* an experiasrat wee designed to deter min#
the influence of o«** on the utilisation of arginine, leucine, and valine in
th© presence of varying amounts of serine* basalt© of the investigation are
presented in fable XXBI* In general, as the concentration of serine was in*




















































































































































































































































Hediaa of Henderson aad Snell (20) except S'* calcium pantothenate in-
stead of 10Vj amino ©aids of Stoke® et al {s4}*
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EFFECT OF SERINS COHCERmTION (Si THS Ca** REQOIREffiWr
QT &. BELBRUECEII
0L. L» DL* D3>
4»+
Serins Arginine Leucine Valine Ca Titration, 0.1 X NaOH
HC1 Ho 2 mg. '$£*
Threonine Threonine
Hi# . > ®g. mg. ml. ml.
O.l 2 2 2 0 2.60 1.10
0.1 2 2 2 0.2 8.18 1.95
0*5 2 2 2 0 15*88 1.10
0.5 2 2 2 0.2 18.18 3.80
1 2 2 2 0 15.80 2.22
1 2 2 2 0.2 13.59 5.72
2 2 2 2 0 16.73 8.79
2 2 2 2 0.2 19.04 11.50
4 2 2 2 0 17.59 14.61
4 2 2 2 0.2 19*53 18.00
3 2 2 2 0 18.25 15.90
8 2 2 2 0.2 19.03 18.38
2 0*05 2 2 0 5.95 3.34
2 0.05 2 2 0.2 7.40 6.00
4 0.0$ 2 2 0 6.07 6.10
4 0.05 2 2 0.2 7.65 6.92
8 0.05 2 2 0 6.08 6.32
8 0.05 2 2 0.2 7.S5 6*74
2 2 0.1 2 0 10.00 6.10
2 2 0.1 2 0.2 11.87 8.93
4 2 0.1 2 0 10.74 9.90
4 2 0.1 2 0.2 12.55 11.30
8 2 0.1 2 0 11.50 10.20
8 2 0.1 2 • 0.2 11.85 11.46
2 2 2 0.1 0 9.20 6.03
2 2 2 0.1 0.2 11.50 7.90
4 2 2 0.1 0 10.90 6.83
4 2 2 0.1 0.2 10.73 3.42
8 2 2 0.1 0 10.00 7.34
8 2 2 0.1 0.2 10.43 8.50
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containing added Ca.** and those containing no added €&**• Xlso* greeter
differences were noted at lower levels of serins between the Ca and not**
Cm** tutas containiag threonine when compared to tubes containing no thro*
©nine* This "toes« was attributed to the inhibitory effect of threonine
cm the utilisation of serine. These data and other observations recorded in
the preceding table® wcggscted that &. MtelM net* Cs** mate
a nteer of conditions in which growth mm inhibited* m explanation of the
role of buffers and inhibitions in determining the oa** requirement of £*
daltraackli will he developed in the following discussion*
tiiauMeto&.s&. JwatoaMLJfc Fw* **“ data
presented, it is sppearant that tbs G«** rsqulrewsat of £. asltowekli varies
with the buffer present ,1b the basal media and the MMtfwtlMi of a par*
tinnier buffer* for «waaple# j** tfelbrueekli* in reepemee to fO'f m
m a medio® containing 60 ®g# sodium acetate and no added oa** » produces &
gwtt equivalent to appro%iimb@ly 6 si* o*l I sodium hydroxide* This fronth
represent* mpgmmimtely teo-ibirds the wsalmsam growth attainable aMc op*
time® medio® conditions In tho presence of lf ouoh a growth
is used as a howto of eofspartees for media containing 200 wg* of different
huffor®, it is indicate that the «awwl of Ca** needed in thw media* above
that supplied as Inpttritlmw* la o*os mg. far mmimt® buffered
mw* (Table Uinh md o*2 to o*s rn* far citrate hufftrad Mmm (fable XUV)«
&a of the influence of huffor ©omantration, on the Cm** is
Chora is fay.® IXlf* In the jmsamm* of 60 mg, sodium acetate p« tube, ms*
iau® growth lw ohtel*»e<t with the addition of only o*ol mg* So** $ whereas*
with 200 eg* sodium acetate 0.05 to o*l mg* Ca** Is- necessary to produce ««i-
-mum growth*
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The quantitative mi th» qualitative aftots of the buff©its on C&**
requirement of 4* fotltousckil eas be oxgAmtami by eoeeMuring the ooeplex
fereing ability of the buffers eapleyed* toeph (26) to datafslMMl the
dissociation constants of organic €#** mmlmcm m& torn® the Ce*
4,
binding
peaar decreased In the order af ©ltrata# sueeiaate* asad aoe&ate* the re*
value® attained for the dtasoelatlcii ©oaet&ist# for the mlotvm
salts of these three buffers were 3.12# I*l6* end o*ll* These value® in*
dlemt# that eltr&ta to a each greater ocqp&ex fimSag ability than either
3you limits or %ta presented in the paragraph abcee shew that the
Ca
4*
requirement decreases in the sane order* That is* the Ca** require*
s»at is greatest with citrate* istayaadiata with eueelmte* sad saalXeat
with acetate* The role of the buffer# in determining the Ca** tccolrenaot
of jg* dalbruaeuli thus seem to be toed ©n tit# relative abilities of buf*
**
$ naaetfatiliw If eeavarttiij Hi» into mi «&»
dissociated forts or poaslbly Into as anion which cannot fee utilised
by the ergaalsm* % Increasing the eo&eea&rati®& of the buffer fisore of the
Ca** is caMp&Mft am the Uof* requirement is laeteased#
To explain to need far mm emkeixm, ilws tot furmlahed m inpur Itlee,
it ia nmmsery to mmm a partial or preferential removal of So
4*
by the
organic buffer# of to media* 41tisough VeaUnA md ,mll {3§) w#r« unable to
demonetreb# & On
44
requlruoant for & greep of Incite acid feacb#rla# mot la*
eluding i* aalferaae&±i* $. they feuac teat Co
44 ootsM replete is
44
to a certain




they attributed to the- mm*
pim f©rati to between Ce
44
and to citrate buffer of to This
evidence indicate® that Ca
44
is preferentially respited to seapariften to
Ha
44




44 to so&f&SK fstSKtisa* the finding* of and Snell





Although the atoaltoe earth ©laseiiis, saleton ami aagnsstoa, do not for®
chelate cmaocimds, because of ifeslr failure to there electros® to tmm mml*>
&mimf it has bean pmtuJMm that there are mm other forces which retard
the teiaailos, of ml&ixm ami Qsgneeliiai salts of aside* toeord-
log to Ww&im (42) # the alkalto# earth astals for® essentially loads bonds
with the sere noa-setallto eleisaito* eloquently, mtoly eleotroebstto
forces sail be cowitood m acting to prevent or retard tkm toatoattoft of tbs
iMi earth cations. Cannes ami Kibrlsfc (7) deteratosd the syisectotiea eon*




are associated to the ssss extent to mm tmtmmm*
flhi afteasla&le* constant® «s deteratoei by these wortwars far ths saleton and
salts of citric, sues!aic, ami asetto mU wore 3*22, I*2o sad 0.51
to o*so, respectively* these value* indicate that both Ce
44
ami %** wocld
be bound to ifm mm extent % different buffers If they sere preeest to the
aum® from ths snperlsratnl data ds»sstrst.lns a need
for extra 0a
44
, above that tarnished as topuritiss, it that the small
aneunt of Cs
44 furnished m tmgmUtm to effectively bound by the buffers
tggier iderst top* this Idsallag or of tbs Os
44
ssiunss this eatton
to fee uasenltoMe to the microorganism, aM acre m»% km sided to the m&iim*
Itetft mmmztm in Tabls JDEYXXX disclose that citrate it sar# %mU than
sasetoete. Fro® Urn visual observations recorded In this tab!#, it Is apparent
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that citrate cocarta an appreciable inhibition on the initial growth of the
organism. With citrate buffer, no visible growth was noted at 24 hours for
any of the limiting amino acid conditions given, but with succinate there
was appreciable growth at this tine. 4i.so indicated by the data in table 'Will
is the growth initiation effect of €a**. 11th citrate buffer, the tube which
was complete with respect to the amino acids showed a plus growth at 24 hours
#4*
where Ca was absent and. a 4~plu® growth in the presence of 0.2 mg. Ca •
In addition to tha lag in tha growth response of &• dalbraaokii to dif-
ferent limiting amino adds caused by the buffers, threonine also caused, an
inhibition of growth. 4 comparison of the growth obtained in tubes contain-
ing no threonine with those containing 2 mg. bi-threonine, fable XX XX, shows
the inhibitory effect of threonine* However, this inhibitory effect of the
threonine mmm m&t prcnotmced at low levels of serine. This suggest® that
threonine is blocking the utilisation of sarise to the extent that 2 eg. UL-
serin© becomes a Uniting factor for the growth of the ©rganiss* It is to be
noted fro® fable XX2X that as the serin© concentration is increased there la
a decrease in the difference in titration between Ga** and non-Ca** contain-
ing tubes and between tubes containing threonine and those containing no
threonine. The limiting nature of 2 mg* 88-eerine per 10 a&. tube is also
evidenced in the tests Involving arginine, leucine, and valine.
Tim data m different limiting amino acid growth responses,
even la the presence of 4to 8 mg* BL-eeria®, demonstrate aCa requirement
for i* delbruaQkji. However, the Ca requirement beeoeee smaller as tha lag
in the initiation of growth is removed. this influence ©f inhibition® on tha





and the organic buffer* m& the relative stability of these
complexes with reference to the pH of the ®&&tm* It has boon, demonstrated
by Bebtelsky and Jordan (6) that the stability of cos® citrate complexes
with fei~vaXeni cations decreases with decreasing pH and that the carboxyl
group of the organic acid mist be in the ionised fora before coaplexing
would occur with the bi*valeni oations, Both of these facts lend themselves
to m explanation of the variable Ca requirement of &• dollarueckll* is
the grows, it produces lactic acid, This production of lactic
acid results in the lowering of the pH of the sodium which liberates Ca**
from the eossplexaa, With this pH shift the carboxylic group is shifted to*
ward the undiesoeiated foras &M complex fcreation ability is further reduced.
Table MX presents the results of a study on the effect of the pH ef tie
4*4*
median m tie 0& requirement of £• dclbrueckll* A mdim was prepared, di-
vided into four equal parts and adjusted to pH of s*s# 6*o, 6*s# and 7*o*
These madia were then added to tubes containing serine, or serine cad caleium
as given by Table Hl* An uninoculated tube from each medium was also pre-
pared and autoclaved with the experimental tubes* As shewn in the table,
there were pi shifts of 5*5 to $*S, 6.0 to 6*3, 6*5 to 6*7, and 7*o to 7*os*
All titrations for a particular media were taken to the pH of the correspond-
ing unlsoeulated, autoclaved tube* Thus the titration values obtained repre-
sented actual growths*
The data presented in Table MX adequately de&o&Btratee the effect of pH
on the Ga** requirement of £. Growth titration values obtained
after 72 bom with tubas containing 200VBL-seria® at pi 5*3 sad 6«3 indicate













































































































































bba isrgantoa* term# at pH 6*7 and 7*05 tha growth to raapaaaa to WO r
DJ>®«irtoa to ashamed by tha addition of o*2 nig* Ca**• This observation sup-
ports the hypothesis that tha stability of .aUealto® earth mwplmm with
eitrataa doorcases m bh® pH to lowerad* fba dasmasad Cm** T®qu.irm®n% at
Xmm .pH also tosrassas tha validity of the which postulates that
tha foration of lactic acid by the wtoroorganto* result® to a ralaaaa of C&**
ttm tha buffer mmpl m* fha iwpaftaaoa of inhibition of growth by wadi* con-
stituents also baeoaas aora significant to consMartog the pH affect* toy
sadto condition srhtoh prevents initiation of growth ©r attatoaant of aaati-
aua growth result® to a slower decrees© to pH aod therefore a slower ralaaaa
of C&** fro® the buffer eoaploscaa.
Data to fable XII ala© present® the growth toittoiton ability of Ca**
mad a ©toller affect obtained by daorcsstog tha pH of tha aodto* far «W9la#
titrations obtained at 30 hours with babas containing 2007DL-aertoa shew that
early growths «ra obtained at pH 5*S and 6*3# bat mb with media of higher pH*
With tha addition of oa** grmbk is mb&Mm to the higher pH laval® and ti-
trations at Imm pB am tooroasad*
from tha mMmm® It cm bm aoaalwlad that Ca is required by
i* dalfcfuackil* Although tha atmlut# Os** requirement my ba ih@ ease unaar
all conditions tested, tha apparent St** raquimaant is deteratod % the





1. Microbiological assay methods have been applied to the analysis
of a flour prepared from the Chinese tallow nut and a protein preparation
from the mm source and inferences have been drawn as to the nutritional
value of these materials for animals*
2. Both uateriels have s relatively high content of thiamin and pyri-
doxin* but are relatively ooor sources of riboflavin and pantothenic acid•
3* Kith respect to the majority of the nutritionally important amino
acid the rrodueta frea the tallow nut compure favorably with other food-
stuffs which are considered adequate when fed at the level of 20$ protein*
However, the tallow nut products are deficient in both lysine and methionine
and would not serve successfully as a sole source of protein for animals*
A* In the course of Hie microbiological Investigations it was found
that threonine inhibits the utilisation of serine by L. caeai, k* MkmmtkAL,
bouc* aesentoroldc* P-60, and JS. faecalls R* Ratios of threonine to serine
of 75, 150, 1500, and 2500, respectively, prevented the growth of these
»icroorg&nise,*;* the importance of this observation in the assay of serine
by the aicrobiologleal method is discussed.
5. The essential or non~asa*ntial suture of serine for 2. f&ecallg E
wee found to be a function of the concentration of certain besal medium
conditions* High levels of adenine, guanine, and uracil, low folic acid,
and low cmounts of ¥® with a citrate buffers? medium were necessary to
establish serine a® an essential metabolite for 8. fg.ece.ljs R. As the con-
centration of the ourines nisei uracil was decreased and the concentr&tions
4‘<4"
of folic acid, and Fe
’
were increased, serine became non-essential for
94
s* K. These data, along with the observed toxicity of high levels
of folio acid, suggested that serine was synthesised by an enzyme system
which contained (1) a compound structurally related to adenine, (2) a com-
-4*4
pouiK similar to folic acid, and (3) Fe as an activator.
6* Calcium was demonstrated to be required for rlelprueck.il but the
mount of Ca reouired fey the mtoroQTgnxiim varied with the organic acid
buffer used. Inhibitions and lags in the initiation of growth also in-
financed the amount of Ce required in the stedlxus* The influence of the
buffer? on the Ca
+ *
reouirement war explained on the relative abilities
of the organic acids to fora complexes with the alkaline earth cations,
44-
The rola of inhibitions and lags in determining the Ca requirement of
L. delbrueckil was a pure®chad on the basis of the decrease in stability
of the complex between the alkaline earth cation® and the organic buffers
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